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Ontario could pay a heavy price for OLG’s
gambling bonanza
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Michael Warren 

Apparently Premier Dalton McGuinty believes the

negative social impacts associated with expanding

community and online gambling across Ontario will be

minimal. Otherwise, why would cabinet have approved

the Ontario Lottery and Gaming Corp.’s (OLG)

gambling mega-plan?

The “modernization” is a six-year money grab. It aims

to increase provincial revenues from gambling by a

staggering 75 per cent — to an annual take of $3.1

billion.

The OLG has already sent out the main components

to the private sector for bids. When implemented it will

change the existing social-economic impact balance

of gambling in Ontario. It will move the focus further

from promoting responsible gambling to a greater

preoccupation with profits.

Ontario already faces a serious gambling addiction

problem.

According to the Responsible Gaming Council, about

3.4 per cent of the population, or about 450,000

Ontarians, are currently “problem gamblers.”

These people chase their losses by risking more money, thinking that somehow persistence will pay off. It rarely does. They suffer from depression,

anxiety, financial and family breakdown. They experience high rates of suicide.

The OLG’s contribution to the province’s education, prevention and treatment programs amounts to $52 million annually. This is less than 1 per cent of

OLG’s total revenues of $6.5 billion.

There is already broad opposition to a casino in Toronto. But the mega-plan is much more than that. It’s designed to spawn a province-wide gambling

bonanza — one that will raise a host of serious policy questions:

Casinos: OLG is not satisfied with the revenue returns from its current adult-only casino model: those windowless structures on the outskirts of cities,

surrounded by huge parking lots.

The new version is entertainment complexes, located in city centres, anchored by large, privately operated casinos. The complexes will contain hotels,

shopping, restaurants, convention centres and tourist attractions. Presumably, all but the casino will be open to families.

How will these family-accessible complexes affect the future attitude and behaviour of children and teens? Will they further encourage them to view

gambling as a highly acceptable leisure activity? Young people aged 18 to 24 already have the highest rate of problem gambling.

Anchoring entertainment complexes around glamourized smoking parlours or liquor outlets to enhance government revenues is apparently

unacceptable. So why is it acceptable with gambling?

Internet gambling: OLG plans to build a powerful “digital Internet gaming platform.” People will be able to use their Internet or mobile device to gamble

from the comfort of their home or hands — easy online access to almost every form of OLG gambling.

This will prove highly profitable. But how will the rate of problem gambling be affected by more easily accessible online gambling? How will OLG

control misuse by minors who are tech-savvy enough to circumvent most software systems?

Managing gamblers: An insidious “customer management solution” is on the way. It will enable OLG to know and “view the customer” across all
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forms of OLG gambling. How much of this sensitive information will be shared with their private sector lottery retailers and casino operators is

unknown.

Marketing gambling: Expect more aggressive — if that’s possible — advertising in support of the mega-plan. Star columnist Martin Regg Cohn

called OLG’s June TV ad a “brazenly predatory invitation to gamble . . . (they) urge you to forget your family and go gambling.”

Selling escapism this way undermines the importance of family, a value that McGuinty and other party leaders preach incessantly.

Timing: Gambling booms during poor economies. Lotteries are often seen as the only ticket to a better way of life in tough times. Research shows

that lower income people spend proportionally more on gambling than middle or higher income groups.

Implementing this mega-plan now is tantamount to placing a de-facto tax on lower income groups, at a time when they can least afford it.

Profit vs. prevention: The plan’s profit projections are clear: $3.1 billion a year by 2017-18. But there is no indication that funding for education,

addiction counselling and Trillium Foundation grants will be increased proportionately to the gambling universe that’s being created. It’s already

inadequate.

OLG’s stated mission is to “make life better for people across Ontario . . . by generating economic return while upholding the public’s best interest.”

This mega-plan makes balancing responsible gambling with generating profits increasingly difficult. It’s that balance which determines whether OLG’s

future role remains in the public’s best interest.

The plan needs to be revisited before OLG goes any further.
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